Mentalist Ehud Segev Reads Dentists' Minds in Germany
Mentalist Ehud Segev reads minds during an event in Germany
April 4, 2017 (FPRC) -- Ehud Segev, a world-renowned mentalist, read minds during this year’s
International Dental Show held in Cologne, Germany. This was yet another high-profile international
event when the Israeli mentalist proved his special skills. Ehud Segev is also known as the
‘Mentalizer’, meaning ‘Mental Analyzer’. In addition to reading minds, he’s also a mysticism, body
language, and communication expert. At times, Ehud has awed guests during his performances by
conducting supernatural feats such as bending objects with his mind and turning credit cards into
magical flying kites.
This year’s International Dental Show was held in Cologne, Germany. The event brought together
the who’s who in the industry, highlighting leading innovations in the Medical & Pharmaceutical, as
well as Ayurvedic & Herbal spheres of dentistry. Among many others, some notable attendees
included Dipesh A. Mehta of V D Exports (Mumbai), Anderson Bano of the London Super White
Dental Clinic, and Yasir Masood, a top dental products manufacturer based in Pakistan. These
dentists and many other guests were thrilled by Ehud’s extraordinary abilities during a concert
organized on the sidelines of the main event.
Mentalist Ehud Segev was born in the Israeli city of Safed, which for a long time has been the
spiritual center of the Jewish world. As a young boy growing up in Upper Galilee, Ehud spent a lot of
his time studying texts on mind-reading, mysticism, and other complicated subjects. The local
librarian was so alarmed that he requested the young boy to bring a written permission from his
mother. By the time he was 16 years old, Ehud had an easy time making people laugh. At 19, Ehud
was a national sensation in Israel. This was after he correctly predicted the winner in a Mayor
election after studying the photos of 12 contestants’ weeks before the ballot.
Since then, Mr. Segev attracted international fame, Performing in dozens of countries and hundreds
of major cities around the world. Ehud Segev was once awarded the prestigious EB-1 classification
by the United States Department of Homeland Security, after doing an exceptional job entertaining
U.S service members in far off bases. He has also been featured on major Television networks and
publications within and beyond Israel. At one time, Mr. Segev was featured on NBC’s hit show,
Phenomenon.
Mr. Segev is also a published author of two bestselling books: Secrets of the Voice, and 9 Steps to
Influence. He also runs a children’s books series going by the name Ponzey.
Like many other of his shows, the Germany performance was a hit, with many attendees puzzled at
how the seemingly polite and very relaxed Segev could so easily decode their innermost thoughts.
According to Hannah Tiram, Director at Ehud’s Mentalizer Education, the mentalist is scheduled to
perform in many other European cities within the coming few months.
Contact Information
For more information contact Jay Kahiga of Mentalizer Education (http://www.mentalizer.com/)
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